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CUSTOMIZABLE PRODUCTS
CUSTOM GLASS JARS | Minimum: 12 JARS
This glass jar will keep your goods safe and secure! Featuring a metal clasp closure,
this jar is air-tight and will keep everything fresh while it remains closed. Keep it classy
with your CUSTOM logo on the top and stands at 3 1/2″ tall!
Initial Setup Fee: $50

CUSTOM SILVER 40MM GRINDERS | Minimum: 12 GRINDERS
These 40mm grinders are 4 piece grinders with three chambers. Made from 6061
aerospace aluminum, has a pollen screen and utilizes a neodymium magnet to keep
the lid secure.
Initial Setup Fee: $50

CUSTOM BLACK 50MM GRINDERS | Minimum: 12 GRINDERS
These heavy duty black anodized 50mm grinders are 4 piece grinders with three
chambers. Made from 6061 aerospace aluminum, has a pollen screen and utilizes a
neodymium magnet to keep the lid secure.
Initial Setup Fee: $50

CUSTOM DOOB TUBES | Minimum: 1,000 TUBES
These customizable Doob Tubes are air tight, odor-free, and water resistant. Doob
Tubes are perfect for travel and storage.
Size: 4 1/8" x 5/8" | Initial Setup Fee: $250

CUSTOM XL DOOB TUBES | Minimum: 1,000 TUBES
These customizable Doob Tubes XL's are air tight, odor-free, and water resistant. Doob
Tubes are perfect for travel and storage.
Size: 5 1/2" x 11/16" | Initial Setup Fee: $250
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CUSTOM PRODUCTS
HIGH-QUALITY CUSTOM ROLLING TRAYS | Minimum: 2,500 TRAYS
Custom rolling trays are made of thick durable tin. Smooth glossy surface, high edges
with rounded corners to keep rolling neater.
Size: 10.75" X 6.5" | Initial Setup Fee: $50

CUSTOM CLIPPER LIGHTERS | Minimum: 480 LIGHTERS
Finally, a lighter designed for herbal connoisseurs. Improved features such as a
packing tool, replaceable flints, and re-ﬁllable containers result in a drastic rise above
the other inexpensive lighter options.
Initial Setup Fee: $50

CUSTOM LINSE LIGHTERS | Minimum: 500 LIGHTERS
The simple, yet versatile, patent-pending technology in a lighter allows people to have a
much safer and better experience when lighting anything! The nozzle is designed to
direct the flame away from a user’s thumb.
Initial Setup Fee: $50
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HEMP WRAPS
JUICY HEMP WRAPS | Minimum: 1 BOX
Juicy Hemp Wraps are made with pure hemp and are 100% tobacco and nicotine free,
which means you get one of the cleanest smokes that a wrap can provide. There are 6
flavors, 25 packs per box and 2 wraps per pack — you can be certain your wraps will be
fresh with Juicy’s resealable zip pack.

TWISTED HEMP WRAPS | Minimum: 1 BOX
Twisted Hemp Wraps are manufactured using pure hemp, offering you a slow and
smooth smoke each time without any tobacco or nicotine added in. Twisted Hemp
Wraps come in 6 flavors, 15 packs per box and 4 wraps per pack.

KINGPIN HEMP WRAPS | Minimum: 1 BOX
Kingpin Hemp Wraps come in 6 flavors, 15 packs per box and each pack contains four
slow burning wraps. Each wrap is Individually sealed for freshness and contains
perfect fold technology for easy rolling!

HIGH HEMP WRAPS | Minimum: 1 BOX
High Hemp Wraps are sourced from non-GMO plants in Amsterdam and contain CBD.
5 Flavors available, 25 packs per box and 2 wraps per pack.

ROYAL BLUNTS HEMPARILLOS | Minimum: 1 BOX
Royal Blunt Hemparillos are magniﬁcently crafted hemp wraps. These hemparillos
come in 7 flavors, 15 packs per box and 4 wraps per pack.
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HEMP WRAPS
KONG HEMP WRAPS | Minimum: 1 BOX
Kong Hemp Wraps are 100% all natural hemp. Kong Hemp Wraps have 15 packs per
box, and 3 wraps per pack.

CYCLONES DANK7 TIP HEMP CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Cyclone Dank Tip Hemp Cones come with 24 cones per box individually sealed for
freshness. Each pack contains one pre-rolled sugar cane cone and a packing poker
tool. Each cone has a re-useable flavor soaked wooden tip for massive flavor.

CYCLONES HEMP CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Cyclone Hemp Cones come with 24 cones per box individually sealed for freshness.
Each pack contains one pre-rolled sugar cane cone and a packing poker tool. 4 Flavors
in total: Natural, Grape, Strawberry and Blueberry.

PRIMAL HERBAL WRAPS | Minimum: 1 BOX
Primal Cones are 100% herbal, non-tobacco and nicotine free, offering smokers an
amazing new experience similar to wraps and cigarillos, without the addictive and
harsh qualities of tobacco. Each box comes with 15 packs and each pack comes with
2 cones.

PRIMAL HERBAL CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Primal Herbal Wraps are completely free of tobacco and nicotine, offering an incredible
experience similar to wraps and cigarillos, without the addictive and negative qualities
of tobacco. Each box comes with 15 packs and each pack comes with 2 wraps.
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LIGHTERS
CONTROLLER CLIPPER LIGHTERS | Minimum: 48 LIGHTERS
The Nintendo Clipper is the perfect addition to any gamers collection, or anyone who
digs the retro vibes. Improved features such as a packing tool, replaceable flints, and
re-ﬁllable containers result in Clipper lighters making a drastic rise above the other
inexpensive lighter options!

FAKE NEWS CLIPPER LIGHTERS | Minimum: 48 LIGHTERS
Make sure that everyone knows about that #FakeNews when you whip out these
lighters! Improved features such as a packing tool, replaceable flints, and re-ﬁllable
containers result in clipper lighters making a drastic rise above the other inexpensive
lighter options!

RPD CLIPPER LIGHTERS | Minimum: 48 LIGHTERS
This black and orange Clipper lighter is the Rolling Paper Depot Clipper Lighter.
Improved features such as a packing tool, replaceable flints, and re-ﬁllable containers
result in Clipper lighters making a drastic rise above the other inexpensive lighter
options!

LINSE CONTROLLER LIGHTERS #1 | Minimum: 50 LIGHTERS
The simple, yet versatile, patent-pending technology in a lighter allows people to have a
much safer and better experience when lighting anything! The nozzle is designed to
direct the flame away from a user’s thumb. This is the ﬁrst lighter with an additional
safety feature that also still falls into a practical price point.

LINSE CONTROLLER LIGHTERS #2 | Minimum: 50 LIGHTERS
The simple, yet versatile, patent-pending technology in a lighter allows people to have a
much safer and better experience when lighting anything! The nozzle is designed to
direct the flame away from a user’s thumb. This is the ﬁrst lighter with an additional
safety feature that also still falls into a practical price point.
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ROLLING TRAYS
LEAF LOCK CONTROLLER ROLLING TRAY | Minimum: 12 TRAYS
Get a 1Up with this stylish and classic Leaf Lock Controller Rolling Tray! Perfect for any
smoker into retro games, or a gamer who digs the rolling life, this rolling tray is sure to
please. Made of thick quality material, this tray measures at 6.5″ x 10.75″ and features
a timeless controller image printed on it.

RPD BLACK CARBON ROLLING TRAY | Minimum: 12 TRAYS
This tray features the Rolling Paper Depot logo printed on a black background and is
6.5″ x 10.75″ in size. With rounded corners and edges, you can rest easy knowing that
none of your product will go to waste with this amazing tray.

FRENCH FRIES ROLLING TRAY | Minimum: 12 TRAYS
Whether you are a lover of any food, or just really dig french fries, this rolling tray is a
perfect addition for any smoker with a bit of a munchies streak! These rolling trays are
durable and a perfect addition for any smoker. Get ’em while they’re hot!

PALM TREES ROLLING TRAY | Minimum: 12 TRAYS
This rolling tray is a perfect size -- big enough to hold your supplies, yet small enough
to be an easy travel buddy. The edges are designed with extra height and rounded
corners to ensure no products gets stuck anywhere. This tray is 6.50″x10.75″ and
designed by rollers for rollers!

RPD RASTA RACER ROLLING TRAY | Minimum: 12 TRAYS
This Rasta Racer Rolling Tray at 6.50″x10.75″ is the perfect size: big enough to hold
your supplies yet small enough to be a travel companion. The edges are designed with
extra height and rounded corners to ensure no herb gets stuck anywhere. Keep it fresh,
Rasta style.
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ROLLING TRAYS
RASTA ROLLING TRAY | Minimum: 12 TRAYS
This Rasta Rolling Tray at 6.50″x10.75″ is the perfect size: big enough to hold your
supplies yet small enough to be a travel companion. The edges are designed with extra
height and rounded corners to ensure no herb gets stuck anywhere. Keep it fresh,
Rasta style.

SKULLS ROLLING TRAY | Minimum: 12 TRAYS
This rolling tray is a perfect size -- big enough to hold your supplies, yet small enough
to be an easy travel buddy. The edges are designed with extra height and rounded
corners to ensure no products gets stuck anywhere. This tray is 6.50″x10.75″ and
designed by rollers for rollers!

RPD WHITE CARBON RASTA ROLLING TRAY | Minimum: 12 TRAYS
Shiny and new, this updated version of the classic Rasta Racing RPD Rolling Tray now
comes on a white frost background, giving you a clean and crisp feeling when using
this tray. This tray measures at 6.5″ x 10.75″ and is a perfect size for traveling.
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BULK PRE-ROLLED CONES
ELEMENTS 1/14 CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: Elements (Rice Paper)
Qty in Box: 900 Cones
Size: 1 1/4 (79mm)

ELEMENTS KING SIZE CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: Elements (Rice Paper)
Qty in Box: 800 Cones
Size: King Size (110mm)

JWARE KING SIZE CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: JWare
Qty in Box: 1,000 Cones
Size: King Size (109mm)

JWARE MEDIUM SIZE CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: JWare
Qty in Box: 800 Cones
Size: 98mm

RAW CLASSIC CONES - 98 SPECIAL | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: RAW
Qty in Box: 1,000 Cones
Size: 98mm
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BULK PRE-ROLLED CONES
RAW ORGANIC 1 1/4 CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: RAW
Qty in Box: 900 Cones
Size: 1 1/4 (79mm)

RAW ORGANIC KING SIZE CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: RAW
Qty in Box: 800 Cones
Size: King Size (109mm)

RAW CLASSIC CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: RAW
Qty in Box: 800 Cones
Size: King Size (109mm)

RAW CLASSIC KING SIZE CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: RAW
Qty in Box: 1,400 Cones
Size: King Size (109mm)

FUTUROLA KING SIZE CONES | Minimum: 1 BOX
Brand: Futurola
Qty in Box: 1,000 Cones
Size: King Size (109mm)
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